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Questions:

What is your assessment on the current energy crisis?1.
How long will it last? Is there a way out of it? Is
there a way out of it without Russia included?
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Obviously it’s a very serious problem, not only for Europe,
but also for the whole world as this is affecting so many
aspects,  from  electricity  crises  to  petrol  prices  for
vehicles,  transportation  in  general,  food  chain,  etc.

It’s very difficult to predict how long it will last as the
war has just begun, but four months in, it has already caused
so much damage. Predicting an end-date is a difficult ask
because  both  the  problems  and  the  solutions  have  so  many
moving  parts.  First,  the  problem  is  a  product  of  several
contributing factors, including: earlier decisions to phase
out coal and nuclear plants in some European countries; a
failure  to  sufficiently  diversify  Europe’s  overall  energy
basket (leading directly to over-reliance on Russian supplies,
especially pipelined natural gas); and the after-effects of
the  early-pandemic  collapse  of  oil  and  gas  prices,  which
forced many producers around the world to shut down, leading
in turn to upward pressure on international prices when demand
recovered.  The  combined  impact  of  all  this  was  made  even
heavier  by  the  timing:  the  crisis  comes  just  as  we  are
struggling  to  keep  up  with  decarbonization  goals  by
transitioning away from fossil fuels and toward cleaner and
greener  energy,  leaving  European  energy  markets  extremely
vulnerable to supply interruptions – or even the possibility
thereof. To have had the Ukraine war break out when it did was
in  many  ways  worst-case  scenario,  and  that’s  what  we’re
dealing with.

 

Second, the effectiveness and timeliness of solutions will be
determined  by  multiple  variables  that  depend  on  sound
decision-making  and  dedicated  follow-up,  adequate  financing
from both governments and multilateral financial institutions,
and cooperation among EU countries and with their neighbors in
North Africa and the Eastern Mediterranean. Europe has several
buttons it can push, and the more of them it pushes, the
better the results will be. Some of these would be to delay



the coal/nuclear phaseouts; radically increase investments in
renewables like wind and solar; expand Europe’s capacity to
receive and process shipments of liquefied natural gas; make
better use of such capacity in Spain by linking it to France,
and therefore the rest of Europe, by pipeline; install shared
power grids with neighboring regions; help develop undersea
gas resources in the Eastern Mediterranean; and build new
pipelines linking EU markets to gas producers in Central Asia.
The more of these things we do – and do well – the sooner the
crisis will recede. The more we allow implementation of such
steps to be delayed, the longer the crisis – and Europe’s
vulnerability  to  similar  problems  in  the  future  –  will
persist.

So in the final analysis, yes, we can get out of this crisis,
but there is no single path that will get use there. And yes,
we  can  do  so  with  or  without  the  participation  of  the
Russians, but of course the process would be much easier with
them somehow included.

 

Do you see energy prices ever going back to the 20202.
levels? Will Europeans have to adjust to living with
expensive electricity and fuels? What would that mean
for the overall European economy?

In the medium/long terms, provided we take all or most of the
steps I listed earlier, energy prices will definitely go back
one day to the levels for 2020 as a whole, but not to the
negative prices seen briefly when COVID-19 caused demand to
fall  off  a  cliff  before  production  had  been  dialed  back,
causing a sudden glut. As I’m sure you know, commodity prices
for oil and gas are connected not only to their respective
supply and demand situations, but also to each other. The
conditions that caused negative prices were highly unusual,
and even if we approached those levels again, by their nature
they could not last long.



Nonetheless, prices can be brought down, and the process is
already under way. As of today, many responsible countries are
increasing  their  production  of  oil  and  gas  to  help  calm
markets  in  Europe  and  elsewhere,  but  some  countries  are
refusing  to,  while  several  others  are  under  sanctions,
preventing them from bringing to the market several million
barrels needed to cool off the price hikes. For the time
being, Europeans are having a very hard time to cope with
electricity and fuel costs, especially here in Greece, where
energy prices are unbelievably high.
Germany is another example.

Given the situation, and because it’s probably the fastest
method available, some European countries need to suspend or
reverse their decisions to close their nuclear and coal power
plants. Instead, they need to delay closures for another five-
to-seven years, and maybe build one or two new coal plants,
too, to cope with rising demand and restrain upward pressure
on prices until other sources of energy can come online.

Despite the likelihood that prices will eventually retreat, in
the short to medium term, Europeans definitely need to adapt.
Studies have indicated that elevated energy prices will mean
reduced  economic  growth,  especially  in  Germany,  whose
importance to the rest of Europe cannot be overstated. That
means more people will have less means to cope with higher
energy prices, and that makes it incumbent on EU and national
leaders to develop policies and mechanisms to cushion the
blow, especially for lower-income families.

 

The Greek government asks from the EU “a targeted and3.
temporary  intervention”  in  the  natural  gas  wholesale
market to bring prices down. Do you believe such an
intervention is possible, and if so, what impact could
be?



It is definitely possible. There will be circumstances when
the EU has to assist EU members, such as during times of war,
and the current situation is an extraordinary one, unseen
since World War II. With this extraordinary state of affairs,
the Greek government – like any other member state – can and
should  propose  viable  paths  forward,  e.g.  caps  on  rising
electricity, petroleum and/or other energy costs. At the very
least, with the help of the EU, the government should be able
to  subsidize  certain  low-level  consumers,  for  instance
households whose consumption is less than 100 KWh per day.

 

Are  you  aware  of  the  ‘Six-Point  Plan’  of  the  Greek4.
government? What is your assessment on it? (available
here https://primeminister.gr/en/2022/03/09/28836 )

Yes, I am aware of the Six-Point Plan that Prime Minister
Mitsotakis has proposed. It’s a very positive move forward in
order  to  cushion  some  of  the  pain  from  disastrous  price
increases,  which  are  driving  inflation  across  the  Greek
economy. Here, Greece is contributing to the European Union’s
overall policy formulation, which seeks to provide protection
against  the  major  consequences  emanating  from  the  Russia-
Ukraine war, and the Greek plan is definitely doable. There
are other measures, too, that could be taken to shield the
country from the continuous negative repercussions of the war
in  Ukraine.  Of  course  gas  supplies  could  be  increased  by
expanding the Trans-Anatolian gas pipeline (TANAP) to boost
imports from Azerbaijan gas, for instance, but keeping coal
power plants would also help contain pressure on electricity
prices, as would adding a nuclear plant of 4,000-6,000 MW.
Moving quickly to promote energy conservation, too, would also
help alleviate spiking costs and give Greek households and
business sustainable access to more affordable electricity.

 



Greece is the only European country where electricity5.
prices are directly linked to natural gas international
stock prices. Do you believe there is a way out of this?
What measures could be taken to bring electricity prices
in the Greek market down?

Yes, there is definitely a way out. This is the responsibility
of the Regulatory Authority for Energy, which controls and
regulates energy prices in Greece. Given the circumstances,
the  RAE  certainly  has  a  powerful  incentive  to  propose  a
different  mechanism,  one  that  would  follow  other  European
countries in order to help keep energy prices at affordable
costs for all.

 

You have written a book on “Maritime Disputes in the6.
Eastern Mediterranean: The Way Forward”. Do you believe
there is room for peaceful cooperation between Greece,
Cyprus and Turkey in the energy field and if so, what
would be the means to achieve it?

Yes, I believe very strongly that Greece, Cyprus, and Turkey
could and should find ways to cooperate in the energy field,
and there several ways in which working together would offer
many advantages. One is exploration and development of oil
and/or  gas  deposits  beneath  the  seabed  of  the  Eastern
Mediterranean, in which the parties could share costs, share
data, reduce duplication, invest in one another’s fields, etc.
The same could go for offshore wind farms.

Another is the construction of one or more pipelines that
could transport East Med gas to the European mainland without
having to have the entire route under water: just get it to
Turkish coast and run the rest of it overland. Potentially,
the three countries also could team up to build an LNG plant,
an enormous investment and therefore one for which spreading
the risk would be very attractive.



Definitely there is always room for peace and there is always
room for diplomacy. The way forward is for Greece and Turkey
to continue their discussions based on the principles of the
UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) which is the
Atlas of the World Ocean. Unlike Cyprus, neither Greece nor
Turkey  is  a  signatory  to  UNCLOS,  but  its  guidelines  and
precedents  are  applicable  to  –  and  actionable  by  –  all
countries.  UNCLOS  provides  a  legal  and  technical
infrastructure  with  which  Greece  and  Turkey,  as  the  main
parties, could sit down and, with reference to surveys using
the  latest  science  and  technology,  arrive  at  a  fair  and
equitable maritime solution. Both Prime Minister Mitsokakis
and  President  Erdogan  have  expressed  their  willingness  to
solve this conflict, and I believe that right now, the time is
right to get it done. In my book, I have highlighted studies
indicating that both countries would lose some maritime areas,
but both countries would gain far more: the beauty of a win-
win outcome, one in which both neighbors would be able to
benefit from the region’s oil and gas wealth, and both peoples
would be able to enjoy peace and prosperity.

 

Greece aspires to become a strategic energy hub for7.
Europe. Is this possible and if so what benefits will it
bring to the country?

Absolutely it is possible. Depending on what quantities they
have, every East Med country that ends up producing oil and
gas can become an energy hub to some extent at least. Looking
back,  10  years  ago,  Cyprus  was  slotted  to  become  a  nice
regional  hub  for  pipelines  and  an  LNG  terminal,  and  if
development keeps on growing, it still has a good chance to
make those predictions come true. Greece could also become a
major energy center in the next decade if their exploration
efforts confirm the same kinds of deposits found offshore
other East Med countries like Egypt and Israel. Indeed a lot
of private sector firms are interested, but this will probably



take  5-10  years  after  exploration  confirms  sufficient
quantities  of  hydrocarbons.

The benefits of hub status would be significant: more good-
paying  jobs  for  Greek  citizens,  more  profits  for  Greek
companies, more revenues for the Greek government, more funds
available for roads, schools, and hospitals, more influence on
the European and global stages, etc.

EUROPE ENERGY CRISIS – Qatar
and  Germany  sign  energy
strategic partnership

News – Oil and Gas – Berlin, May 2022

Qatar’s Emir, His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani,
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and German Chancellor Olaf Scholz signed a strategic energy
partnership  on  May  20  as  Germany  scrambles  to  reduce  its
dependence on imports of coal and pipelined natural gas from
Russia,  mainly  to  punish  the  latter  for  its  invasion  of
Ukraine.

Al Jazeera turned to regional energy expert Roudi Baroudi to
provide context and analysis for the summit, which could have
historic implications. Baroudi confirmed that the German plan
centers  on  a  rapid  switchover  to  seaborne  shipments  of
liquefied natural gas, so the government is building two LNG
plants,  at  Brunsbüttel  and  Wilhelmshaven,  along  with  the
possibility  of  adding  three  offshore  floating  storage  and
regasification units (FCRUs).

Baroudi estimated that these facilities, including the FSRUs,
could  account  for  20-30%  of  German’s  annual  gas  needs  of
approximately 85 billion cubic meters.

He also explained that Qatar, which has the world’s second
largest gas reserves and has led the industry in LNG exports
for most of the past two decades, would be a natural secure
and reliable fit to supply even more gas to European terminals
that it already does. The Gulf state has recently invested in



even more LNG capacity, via an expansion of its North Field
operations, which will see its output once again surpass those
of the United States and Australia as the world’s largest
producer

UAE to more than double LNG
export capacity with Fujairah
plant

Bloomberg / Dubai

Abu Dhabi National Oil Co plans to build a new liquefied
natural gas plant as the world’s producers race to expand
their exports amid surging demand.
The LNG facility, to be built at Fujairah on the United Arab
Emirates’ coast outside the Arabian Gulf, will be able to
produce as much as 9.6mn tonnes a year. The UAE currently has
three liquefaction trains with a combined capacity of 5.8 mtpa
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at Das Island, which is located inside the Gulf.
Adnoc  has  appointed  McDermott  International  Ltd  as  design
contractor  and  intends  to  award  a  contract  for  the
construction of the plant in 2023, said the oil company in a
statement  on  its  Linkedin  page.  The  plant  will  use  new
technologies and “clean power” to reduce the carbon intensity
of the LNG it produces, according to the statement.
Appetite  for  LNG  among  energy  consumers  has  grown  since
Russia’s  invasion  of  Ukraine,  particularly  in  Europe,
reinforcing a global market for the fuel that was already
strengthened  by  rising  demand  in  Asia  last  winter.  While
prices have eased slightly over the past month “higher prices
and more volatility” are expected because of Europe’s switch
to  LNG,  Biraj  Borkhataria,  associate  director  of  European
research at RBC Europe Limited, said in a note.
A pipeline will be constructed linking Abu Dhabi’s Habshan gas
production facilities to Fujairah and the liquefaction plant
is  scheduled  to  start  in  2027,  according  to  two  people
familiar  with  the  matter.  A  spokesperson  for  the  company
declined to comment on the matter.
A government official previously said the UAE was considering
building an LNG plant at Fujairah to facilitate the extra
exports and state producer Adnoc last month agreed to buy two
LNG carriers from a Chinese shipyard.
The UAE was the world’s 12th-largest LNG producer last year,
making it a relatively small global player. However, a $20bn
push to develop more of its natural gas resources means it
will be able to produce much more from about 2025 and the
country aims to become self-sufficient by 2030.



The  end  of  Europe’s  clean-
energy preaching

By Ana Palacio/ Madrid

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s war against Ukraine has
served Europe a heaping dose of energy realism. While the
European Union was touting a “no pain, all gain” transition to
renewable energy, many of its industries – particularly in
Germany – had developed a debilitating dependence on cheap
Russian gas. This revelation should be the first step toward a
more realistic – and less dogmatic – European approach not
only to its own energy transition, but also to that in the
Global South.
The EU has an action plan for weaning itself off Russian
fossil fuels. But, while the details of REPowerEU are still
being  finalised,  it  is  already  clear  that,  like  so  many
European “solutions,” the plan is an exercise in muddling
through, exemplified by the fact that it will not be completed
until 2030.
Though REPowerEU aims to accelerate the rollout of renewables
and  replace  gas  in  heating  and  power  generation,  it  also
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depends  significantly  on  the  diversification  of  energy
supplies. Already, energy producers in the Global South have
received desperate pleas to help meet the EU’s energy needs,
which has probably prompted more than a few eye rolls. After
all, countries across the developing world have endured years
of  European  proselytising  about  the  importance  of  rapid
progress toward a carbon-free energy system.
If the EU cannot achieve this in the short term – in order to
avoid funding an unjust war, no less – the Global South most
certainly cannot. Europe is worried that economic growth and
local  livelihoods  will  suffer  if  it  attempts  to  move  too
rapidly to renewables. Developing economies are worried that
they  will  have  no  path  to  sustained  economic  growth  and
poverty reduction at all.
They are right to worry. The positive correlation between
baseload power and prosperity clearly shows that a reliable
energy  supply  is  essential  to  economic  progress.  But,
globally, 770 million people – mostly in Africa and Asia –
lack  access  to  electricity.  In  Sub-Saharan  Africa,  the
pandemic worsened energy poverty, with 77% of the region’s
people now living without electricity, compared to 74% in
2019.
Given that future population growth – and, thus, growth in
energy demand – will be concentrated in the Global South, this
problem is set to get much worse. And, for now, renewables
cannot solve it, because they do not represent a sufficiently
reliable  power  supply.  A  scale-up  in  hydrogen  fuel  could
change this, though this remains a stretch for emerging-market
and developing economies.
United  States  Special  Presidential  Envoy  for  Climate  John
Kerry, for one, has now recognised the folly of attempting to
force developing economies to go fully renewable. On March 7,
following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, he acknowledged
that gas would be crucial to economic development in African
countries. Even the World Bank – without much fanfare – has
reversed its moratorium on financing gas projects.
Yes, this new realism implies a near-term increase in African



emissions  –  but  starting  from  a  very  low  level.  The  48
countries that comprise Sub-Saharan Africa (excluding South
Africa) represent 0.55% of global carbon dioxide emissions. As
a whole, Africa consumes less energy than any other continent
– far less than Europe, especially if one takes into account
historical consumption. Rich countries are well aware of this
discrepancy,  which  is  why  developing  countries  have  been
increasingly  critical  of  the  developed  world’s  climate
hypocrisy: constant pressure to cut emissions coupled with
prolonged refusal to finance climate mitigation and adaptation
in the Global South.
The Green Climate Fund embodies this hypocrisy. At the United
Nations Climate Change Conference in 2009, developed economies
pledged  to  channel  $100bn  per  year  for  mitigation  and
adaptation efforts in developing countries by 2020. As of
January 2022, participating countries’ pledges amounted to a
measly $10bn.
Sustainability is vital to our planet’s future. But the green
transition must be just. And justice demands that the Global
South receive the same opportunity to develop as the North
had. That will be possible only with energy security for all.
That is why this week’s Sustainable Energy for All Forum is so
important.  Stakeholders  from  both  the  public  and  private
sectors  will  gather  in  Kigali,  Rwanda,  to  find  ways  to
accelerate progress toward UN Sustainable Development Goal 7:
ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable, and modern
energy for all.
This year’s Forum comes at a pivotal time in the global energy
transition. Moreover, this is the first time since the Forum
was launched in 2014 that it will be held in Africa. One hopes
that the continent’s centrality to the event – and the harsh
realisations that the war in Ukraine has imposed on Europe –
will be reflected in its conclusions, which, given the current
crisis, will be more consequential than ever.
Europe has always prided itself on being a leader in the
green-energy transition. This should not change. But, rather
than allowing its vision to become clouded by idealism and



ideology, the EU must ensure that its energy ambitions – for
itself and for developing economies – are firmly grounded in
reality. Europe must support developing countries’ efforts to
adapt to climate change and achieve net-zero emissions. But it
must also help them to achieve energy security. As one African
minister succinctly put it, “We will decarbonise, but first we
have to carbonise.” — Project Syndicate

• Ana Palacio, a former foreign minister of Spain and former
senior vice president and general counsel of the World Bank
Group, is a visiting lecturer at Georgetown University.

Saudi  expects  13mn  bpd  oil
capacity by 2027: Minister

Saudi  Arabia  expects  to  ramp  up  its  daily  oil  production
capacity by more than 1mn barrels to exceed 13mn barrels by
early 2027, the kingdom’s energy minister announced Monday.
“Most likely it will be 13.2 to 13.4 (million barrels per
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day),  but  that  would  be  (reached)  at  the  end  of  2026,
beginning 2027,” Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman told an energy
conference in Bahrain.
Production at that level would be maintained “if the market
allows it”, he said.
Energy giant Saudi Aramco announced in March 2020 it had been
directed  by  the  energy  ministry  to  increase  its  maximum
sustainable capacity from 12mn bpd to 13mn bpd.
No timeline was given then for the new target.
Monday’s announcement came one day after Saudi energy giant
Aramco posted an 82% jump in first quarter profits, buoyed by
a global surge in oil prices stemming from the Ukraine war.
Those results helped Aramco dethrone Apple last week as the
world’s most valuable company by market capitalisation.
They continued a string of positive economic news for Saudi
Arabia, which in early May reported that growth in the first
quarter had risen 9.6% over the same period in 2021.
Yet Aramco has faced security challenges stemming from the war
pitting a Saudi-led military coalition against Yemen’s Houthi
rebels who have repeatedly targeted the kingdom, including
Aramco sites.
Saudi Arabia, the world’s biggest oil exporter, has resisted
US entreaties to raise output in an attempt to rein in prices
that have spiked since the Ukraine war broke out on February
24.
As the war got underway, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates stressed their commitment to the Opec+ oil alliance,
which Riyadh and Moscow lead.
Last year, ahead of the COP26 climate-change summit, Saudi
Arabia pledged to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2060,
sparking  scepticism  from  environmental  campaign  group
Greenpeace.
With  increasing  global  urgency  to  limit  global  warming,
experts warn of the urgent need to reduce fossil fuel use.
But  Saudi  officials’  stated  targets  indicate  “they  still
believe in oil as a source of energy for the coming decade”,
Mazen Alsudairi, head of research for Al Rajhi Capital, a



financial services firm in Riyadh, told AFP. “They are not
following  the  global  trend  by  reducing  exposure  to
hydrocarbons.”
Also at Monday’s conference in Bahrain, Iraqi Oil Minister
Ihsan Abdul-Jabbar Ismail said his country was accelerating
its production capacity goals, targeting 6mn bpd in 2027 and
8mn bpd in 2029.
Iraq’s current daily production is just under 3.5mn.
It reported $11bn in oil revenues in March, Iraq’s highest in
half a century.

Record fuel costs driven by
refining  crunch,  says  Saudi
energy minister

Bloomberg / Riyadh

Saudi Arabia’s top oil official said that a refining crunch –
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rather than any shortage of crude – is driving the surge in
fuel costs to unprecedented levels.
“The bottleneck has now to do with refining,” Saudi Energy
Minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman said in an interview. “I
did warn this was coming back in October. Many refineries in
the world, especially in Europe and the US, have closed over
the  last  few  years.  The  world  is  running  out  of  energy
capacity at all levels.”
The processing crunch – previously outlined by the Prince at
the CERAWeek conference in India last October – is buoying
prices above $100 a barrel even as markets are well-supplied
with crude, he added.
Tumult across fuel markets is widely evident. Gasoline futures
climbed to a record of 389.98 cents a gallon on Friday, with
prices at the pump already at unprecedented levels, while
diesel  still  commands  a  premium  after  spiking  in  recent
months. The surge is compounding inflationary pressures that
threaten the economy recovery and worsening the cost-of-living
crisis suffered by consumers. Nonetheless, the Organisation of
Petroleum  Exporting  Countries  (Opec)  and  its  partners  has
stuck to schedule of modest supply increases, rubber-stamping
another  small  increment  last  week,  even  as  flows  from
coalition  member  Russia  are  disrupted  by  an  international
boycott.
Their intransigence has caught the attention of US lawmakers.
Last week, the Senate Judiciary Committee approved legislation
known as NOPEC that, if passed, would subject the group to
antitrust laws. The bill has been introduced several times in
previous years but never made it into law.
Yet Riyadh and its allies remain adamant that the market still
isn’t facing a deficit of crude barrels. United Arab Emirates
Energy Minister Suhail al-Mazrouei expressed similar views at
a conference on Wednesday, saying that high taxes in consuming
nations are responsible for surging costs.
Their perspective is gaining support elsewhere.
The  International  Energy  Agency  –  which  advises  consuming
nations and has called on Opec+ to raise production faster –



shifted its focus to products markets in a report on Thursday.
While an “acute supply deficit” of oil isn’t on the horizon,
consumers do face more strain from limited fuel supplies. The
lack  of  refining  capacity  is  being  aggravated  by  the
disruption  in  flows  from  Russia,  which  used  to  send
significant quantities of diesel fuel to Europe, the IEA said.
Shipments of diesel-type fuel out of Russia’s Baltic and Black
sea ports were about half-a-million tonnes, or 14%, lower last
month than in February, according to data from Vortexa Ltd.

Gasoline,  diesel,  jet  fuel
refining capacity too low in
US to meet demand

Bloomberg / New York
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From record gasoline prices to higher airfares to fears of
diesel rationing ahead, America’s runaway energy market is
disquieting both US travellers and the wider economy. But the
chief driver isn’t high crude prices or even the rebound in
demand: It’s simply too few refineries turning oil into usable
fuels.
More than 1mn barrels a day of the country’s oil refining
capacity — or about 5% overall — has shut since the beginning
of the pandemic. Elsewhere in the world, capacity has shrunk
by 2.13mn additional barrels a day, energy consultancy Turner,
Mason & Co estimates. And with no plans to bring new US plants
online, even though refiners are reaping record profits, the
supply squeeze is only going to get worse.
“We are on the razor’s edge,” said John Auers, executive vice
president at Turner, Mason & Co in Dallas. “We’re ripe for a
potential supply crisis.”
The dearth of refining capacity has dire implications for both
US consumers and global markets. At home, retail gasoline
prices continue hitting new records, exacerbating some of the
worst inflation American households have ever seen.
Meanwhile, the East Coast is on the brink of a diesel shortage
that risks crippling already strained supply chains that have
disrupted  the  flow  of  everything  from  grocery  staples  to
construction  supplies  in  the  last  two  years.  The  factors
fuelling the refining shortage won’t surprise anyone: With
demand for gasoline and jet fuel practically vanishing during
the height of the pandemic, companies closed some of their
least profitable crude-processing plants permanently.
Some of those plants had been affected by fires, explosions
and hurricanes and were just too expensive to fix, especially
because an eventual transition toward cleaner energy makes
their long-term business model unprofitable and makes them
less likely to attract buyers. By the end of 2023, as much as
1.69mn barrels of US capacity is targeted for closure compared
to 2019 levels, according to Turner, Mason & Co.
At the same time American refining shrinks, the war in Ukraine
has made the global divergence between supply and demand even



more acute. With many countries shunning Russian fuel exports
in the wake of the war, the US is now supplying more of the
world’s fuel with an ever-shrinking fleet of plants. Europe
has been seeking alternatives to Russian diesel since the war
began, while fuel demand in Latin America, the largest buyer
of US refined products, is strong and growing. Meanwhile, the
US  is  itself  gearing  up  for  a  spike  in  consumption  this
summer.
That’s setting up refiners to reap record profits this year.
Valero  Energy  Corp  is  seen  generating  the  most  cash  from
operations since its stock started trading in 1997, while top
refiner  Marathon  Petroleum  Corp.  is  expected  to  post  its
highest margins in a decade. The two companies are the second
and 10th best performers, respectively, in the S&P 500 index
this year as of Friday morning.
Retail prices for both gasoline and diesel climbed to fresh
records of $4.432 and $5.56 a gallon respectively, AAA data
showed on Friday. US gasoline futures also rose to a new high.
In other kinds of markets, a surge of demand and shortage of
supply would trigger more investment, especially with such
swelling cash hordes. But the longer-term transition away from
fossil fuels dims the outlook for demand, making companies
unwilling to put up the billions of dollars needed to build
new plants.
Even resurrecting idled plants can be prohibitively costly at
a  time  when  construction  and  labour  costs  in  the  US  are
booming. With California unveiling this week a roadmap to
slash oil use by 91% from 2022 levels by 2045 and other places
moving to limit fossil-fuel use in the decades ahead, refining
companies and their investors can see the writing on the wall.
“Nothing  about  the  current  environment  is  promoting
investments  in  fossil  fuels,”  said  Bloomberg  Intelligence
analyst Fernando Valle. “It’s a 15 to 20 year payback on most
of these investments.”
Phillips 66, for example, would have to spend more than $1bn
to restart its Alliance refinery in Louisiana that was shut
after  damage  from  Hurricane  Ida,  Bloomberg  Intelligence



estimates. LyondellBasell Industries NV has opted to shut its
Houston Refinery no later than the end of 2023 over cost
concerns related to keeping the 104-year-old facility running.
A portion of shuttered plants are now being converted into
smaller renewable-diesel facilities, including Phillips 66’s
refinery in Rodeo, California, which was confirmed this week.
As for selling those assets to someone who could ramp up
production, no one’s buying — even as industry players are
sitting on massive piles of cash. “We feel we’ve got higher
returns, better uses for the capital to employ than buying a
refinery that’s on the market at this point in time,” Valero
chief executive officer Joe Gorder said in a conference call
with analysts in late April.
To be sure, there could be some small-scale relief ahead. US
refiners  ran  at  90%  last  week,  and  that  percentage  will
increase as seasonal maintenance wraps up this month. Some
units can then even run 10% or 20% beyond their nameplate
capacity to maximise production in the short term.
But that’s a rate that can’t be sustained without risking
damage. A few refineries are also focusing on debottlenecking
or even adding new units inside existing facilities to boost
capacity, though it’s a drop in the bucket volumewise compared
to the total already lost — and it won’t come until 2023 or
2024. In short, “too much refining capacity was closed during
the pandemic,” Bloomberg Intelligence’s Valle said. “Diesel
shortages and the price surge are likely here to stay.”

U.S.  diesel  shortages  lift
refining margins to a record
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LONDON, May 10 (Reuters) – Global stocks of refined petroleum
products have fallen to critically low levels as refineries
prove unable to keep up with surging demand especially for the
diesel-like  fuels  used  in  manufacturing  and  freight
transportation.

The result has been a surge in prices refiners receive for
selling fuels compared with prices they pay for buying crude
and  other  feedstocks,  boosting  their  profitability
significantly.

In the United States, refiners currently receive roughly an
average of more than $150 per barrel from the sale of gasoline
and diesel at wholesale prices, while paying only around $100
to purchase crude.

The indicative 3-2-1 margin of $50 per barrel is based on the
assumption a refinery produces two barrels of gasoline and one
barrel of diesel from refining three barrels of crude.

The margin is meant to be representative for an “average”



refinery and is a gross figure out of which refiners have to
pay  for  labour,  electricity,  gas,  hydrogen,  catalysts,
pipeline transport and the cost of capital.

Net margins are narrower and refinery costs have been rising
rapidly as result of widespread inflation ripping through the
economy following the coronavirus pandemic.

Nonetheless,  even  allowing  for  rising  input  costs,  gross
margins have more than doubled from $20 at the end of 2021,
ensuring  refiners  have  a  strong  financial  incentive  to
maximise crude processing and fuel production.

DISTILLATE FOCUS
Gross margins are currently higher for making diesel (almost
$60 per barrel) than for gasoline ($45 per barrel) reflecting
the relative shortage of middle distillates.

(Chartbook: https://tmsnrt.rs/3PdSJdC)

U.S. distillate fuel oil stocks are 31 million barrels (23%)
below  the  pre-pandemic  five-year  average  compared  with  a
deficit of only 6 million barrels (3%) in gasoline.

The  squeeze  on  fuel  inventories  and  refinery  capacity  is
compounding already high prices for crude caused by sanctions
on  Russia  and  output  restraint  by  OPEC+  and  U.S.  shale
producers.

The  resumption  of  international  passenger  aviation  as
quarantine  restrictions  are  lifted  is  tightening  the  fuel
market even further because jet fuel is broadly similar to
diesel and gas oil.

The effective wholesale price of diesel has climbed to over
$160 per barrel while gasoline is trading at over $150, based
on futures for delivery in New York Harbor.

https://tmsnrt.rs/3PdSJdC


Once  distributors’  and  retailers’  margins  and  taxes  are
included, the average price at the pump paid by motorists has
climbed to $236 per barrel for diesel and $186 per barrel for
gasoline.

The refining margins and fuel prices cited in this column are
all for the United States but the same shortage of refining
capacity and fuel inventories is boosting diesel prices in
Europe, and dragging up gasoline prices with them.

SLOWDOWN AHEAD
There is scope for refiners to increase fuel production by
postponing  non-essential  maintenance  and  running  refineries
flat out into the early autumn.

And some room to adjust the output mix by switching from
maximum  gasoline  to  maximum  diesel  mode  in  downstream
processing  units.

But any increase in diesel production is unlikely to be able
to reverse the depletion of inventories fully and return them
to pre-pandemic levels.

Prices will therefore have to continue rising until they begin
to  restrain  consumption  or  the  economy  enters  a  cyclical
downturn.

Consumers  can  reduce  fuel  use  in  the  short  term  by
consolidating  freight  loads  (fewer  voyages,  flights  and
deliveries),  reducing  speeds  (slower  voyaging,  flying  and
driving) and eliminating engine idling.

But the fuel savings are relatively modest and tend to degrade
service levels, reduce capacity and increase capital costs.

By contrast, a slowdown in the business cycle delivers large
simultaneous reductions in diesel use – absolutely or relative
to  trend  –  by  freight  firms,  manufacturers,  miners  and



construction firms.

Business cycle slowdowns have therefore tended to be the main
path by which the distillate market and other fuel markets
have rebalanced in the past.

The  adjustment  process  is  probably  underway  in  2022.  The
cyclical slowdown and reduced fuel demand could occur in one,
two or all three of the major consuming regions.

Parts of China’s economy appear to be in recession already as
coronavirus lockdowns paralyse factories and transport systems
and depress consumer spending.

Europe’s economy is on the verge of recession as Russia’s
invasion  of  Ukraine,  the  sanctions  imposed  in  response,
soaring  energy  prices  and  rampant  inflation  disrupt
manufacturing  and  depress  household  spending.

The only major economy with significant momentum is the United
States, but there, too, the rate of expansion is slowing,
which  will  likely  result  in  slower  growth  in  distillate
consumption later in the year.

Sea  border  talks  between
Israel and Lebanon on verge
of imminent collapse
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Why did Biden’s energy envoy issue a poison pill that is sure
not only to kill the deal but give Hezbollah a new reason to
fight?

When President Biden appointed his personal friend and former
Obama administration energy coordinator Amos Hochstein as his
own energy envoy last summer, it seemed that the decades-old
deadlock between Lebanon and Israel over their sea boundary,
and  potentially  tens  of  billions  of  dollars  in  energy
resources,  might  finally  be  resolved.

Hochstein was assumed to be trusted by the Israelis (he was
born in Israel and served in the IDF in the early 1990s). He
was perceived positively by some of the main Lebanese actors
as a foe of a former U.S. envoy, Ambassador Frederic Hof, who
had tabled a deal ten years before known as the “Hof Line”
boundary that was widely seen in Lebanon as exceptionally
unfair. And he came with a deep background in the complexities
of the energy sector.

Perhaps most importantly, however, the Biden administration



seemed hungry to claim a success in the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Although a mutually agreed-upon sea boundary between Lebanon
and Israel would fall far short of any Abraham Accord-type
arrangement,  such  a  deal  would  represent  a  UN-recognized
boundary between a democratically elected Arab government and
Israel.  Given  the  extensive  power  of  the  armed  Lebanese
political party Hezbollah, which Israel considers its most
formidable non-state enemy, the removal of a large offshore
area from the regular military exchanges between the two sides
onshore would also help to structurally diminish the prospects
of another devastating war in the Middle East, something the
Biden administration very much wants to avoid.

Unfortunately, eight months on, according to several senior
Lebanese officials directly involved in the negotiations, the
deal that Hochstein unveiled a few weeks ago in Beirut, one
which apparently has Israel’s blessing, falls far short of
Lebanon’s minimum acceptable position. As a result, the talks
are in imminent danger of collapsing, perhaps in the coming
weeks. Asked about this prospect, the State Department and
U.S. Embassy in Beirut both declined to comment.

Hochstein, it seems, badly misunderstood the Lebanese side.
First,  in  proposing  that  Israel  and  Lebanon  share  a
potentially rich hydrocarbon field between them (known as the
Qana Prospect after a town in South Lebanon), he has ensured
that any deal is dead on arrival. No Lebanese political actor
can muster the votes to essentially go into business with a
state that is officially an enemy and regularly in military
conflict with the most powerful political and military actor
in the country, Hezbollah. Hochstein surely should know this
(a  similar  offer  he  made  at  the  end  of  the  Obama
administration was rejected by Lebanon), which is why it is
especially confounding that after all of his discussions with
different Lebanese parties, he still ended up proposing a
“unitization agreement.”

Was he lulled into thinking that Hezbollah’s uncharacteristic



quiet on the maritime issue over many years offered a rare
opportunity  for  initiating  material  cooperation  between
Lebanon and Israel? If this was his assumption, he burned a
golden opportunity consecrated when Hezbollah delegated the
indirect negotiations to its two allies, Parliament Speaker
Nabih Berri and President Michel Aoun.

Indeed, instead of using Hezbollah’s self-removal to box it
into accepting a deal seen as reasonable by the vast majority
of Lebanese on legal, commercial and nationalistic grounds,
rather than on imperatives related to an enduring struggle
against  Israel,  Hochstein’s  field-sharing  proposal  played
right into Hezbollah’s hands. In fact, Hezbollah MP Mohammad
Raad  felt  confident  enough  a  few  weeks  ago,  despite  the
country’s mounting economic problems, to deliver the party’s
first fiery “redline” speech on the issue: “They tell us…it
may turn out that you will need to share the gas field with
the Israelis…We’d rather leave the gas buried underwater until
the day comes when we can prevent the Israelis from touching a
single drop of our waters.”

Hochstein’s  “poison  pill”  deal,  as  some  Lebanese  are  now
calling it, also squandered a second opening the Lebanese side
has  offered  since  the  fall  of  2020  when  the  Trump
administration  resumed  Washington’s  mediation  efforts.

Although  it  is  the  source  of  much  political  intrigue  and
enmity in Beirut, for whatever internal reasons Lebanon opened
the indirect talks on the basis of a new, extended boundary
claim  known  as  “Line  29”  but  without  officializing  it  as
countries are legally entitled to do given relevant changes in
international legal rulings. As a result, and probably for the
first time in modern maritime negotiations, the Lebanese team
came to the table with a well-grounded “maximalist” position
(Line 29) but without having actually deposited it de jure at
the United Nations.

This  goodwill  concession  over  an  additional  1,430  square



kilometers of sea unofficially claimed by Lebanon prevented
the likely early breakdown of talks by allowing Israel and
private  companies  like  Greece’s  Energen  and  America’s
Halliburton  to  legally  move  forward  with  exploitation
activities over the last year and a half in the energy-rich
Karish field, as well as its northern environs (including the
southern part of the Qana Prospect). All of the former and
some  of  the  latter  are  outside  of  Lebanon’s  current
“minimalist”  legal  claim  known  as  “Line  23.”

 

Of course, Lebanon’s restraint in not officializing its new
“maximalist”  Line  29  also  gave  Lebanese  politicians  a
convenient way to accept a deal far less than what their own
experts  and  lawyers  have  been  saying  for  years  should  be
granted to Beirut. After all, anything roughly comparable to
Lebanon’s current “minimalist” Line 23 could technically be
spun as a victory.

Hochstein’s proposal, however, that Israel and Lebanon go into
business together by sharing the Qana Prospect, decisively
quashed any such maneuverability.



Should talks break down in the coming period, as now seems
likely, at least two negative outcomes are almost certain.
First, with the talks dead and the country sinking ever deeper
into a “Deliberate Depression,” Lebanese leaders will have
little to lose from officializing the “maximalist” boundary
claim they are legally entitled to assert and then taking
punitive action in multiple fora. This will put significant
pressure on private companies operating in the (soon to be)
“disputed” Karish field as well as the Qana Prospect.

Second, and perhaps most important, by offering an unworkable
deal  that  leads  to  a  negotiation  breakdown,  the  U.S.  and
Israel will be handing Hezbollah a powerful new raison d’être
as a resistance group by creating a “Maritime Shebaa,” in
reference to the strategic strip of land between Lebanon,
Syria and Israel that is occupied by Israel. Lebanon claims
this land and considers military operations there, including
by Hezbollah, as both legal and necessary in order to liberate
it. The United Nations considers Shebaa to be part of Israeli-
occupied  Syrian  land,  but  Syria  itself  supports  Lebanon’s
claim.

In short, a “Maritime Shebaa” will be far more evocative and
unifying for more Lebanese — to Hezbollah’s distinct political
benefit — than the issue of “Land Shebaa” since Lebanon’s case
is much stronger in the water, just as the loss of potentially
tens of billions of much-needed dollars to Israel will be
daily  more  evident  to  everyone.  This  will  likely  lead  to
periodic  military  engagements  in  the  area  that  negatively
impact drilling and perhaps lead to deaths. At worst, this
part of the Eastern Mediterranean sea could become the spark
for a devastating new regional war.

Finally, at a time when Europe’s current and future gas needs
have suddenly been destabilized following the Russian invasion
of Ukraine, any further disruption of international supplies
will only create more negative fallout. Just a few weeks ago,
Israel and Energen announced that Karish had been hooked up to



the national grid, with gas expected to flow in the coming
months. Crucially, this extra capacity is now being seriously
considered for export to the European Union via Egypt as early
as September, according to Israeli and Egyptian officials. A
combination of Lebanese legal actions and Hezbollah threats
could substantially disrupt this schedule, however, not to
mention harm Lebanon’s own hoped-for exploitation of its own
blocks.

Given these dangerous consequences, the Biden administration
should urgently consider whether proposing a different deal
might better serve U.S., Israeli and Lebanese interests as
well as regional stability. As it currently stands, there is a
narrowing window for creating a stable sea boundary between
Israel and Lebanon, one that must avoid, first and foremost,
the  “poison  pill”  of  a  shared  field  by  trading  Israel’s
imminent exploitation of all of the Karish field for Lebanon’s
exploitation  of  the  Qana  Prospect  (which,  it  should  be
recognized, is less certain of producing hydrocarbons).

Such an arrangement would likely have to go beyond Lebanon’s
current de jure Line 23 claim with a “zig-zag” around the Qana
Prospect in order to be politically viable in Lebanon. This
will undoubtedly be difficult for Israel to swallow since
successive  governments  have  long  hoped  Washington  could
extract for them a large chunk of the sea behind Lebanon’s
current claim (as the “Hof Line” proposed a decade ago) and
part of the Qana Prospect. But this compromise will also be
difficult for Lebanon to accept. Beirut severely undercut its
own position by officially sticking with a poorly grounded,
“minimalist” boundary claim that failed to take advantage of
international legal rulings over the last decade. Generations
of Lebanese will have to bear some measure of loss for this.

For  both  sides,  however,  and  for  the  U.S.,  all  of  these
perceived losses should pale in comparison to the immediate
and long-term benefits of finally having a stable maritime
boundary  between  Israel  and  Lebanon,  with  the  stable



exploitation of valuable natural resources and the immediate
strategic benefit of de-escalating — rather than inflaming —
one conflict in a part of the world that simply can’t bear
another.

Written by
Nicholas Noe

Global  LNG  demand  to  more
than double to 800mn tonnes
by 2050: GECF

Pratap John

Global LNG demand will more than double from 356mn tonnes in
2020 to 800mn tonnes by 2050, “fuelled by solid demand from
Asia and a rise in gas use for powering hard-to-electrify
sectors”,  according  to  the  Gas  Exporting  Countries  Forum
(GECF).
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The  biggest  regasification  capacity  additions  to  2050  are
expected in Asia Pacific, GECF said in its ‘Global Gas Outlook
2050’.
Total regasification capacity rose from 572mn tonnes per year
(MTPY) in 2010 up to 947 MTPY in 2020.
By  2050,  regasification  capacity  is  projected  to  grow  to
1465mn tonnes per year, significantly outrunning the actual
projected LNG demand.
That will include, by 2050, almost 1050 MTPY in Asia, and 190
MTPY in Europe. China will top the list of regasification
capacity by 2050 with almost 340 MTPY, followed by Japan with
210 MTPY, South Korea with over 150 MTPY and India with 100
MTPY, GECF said.
Some eight new regasification terminals were commissioned in
2020 with a total LNG regas capacity of 26 MTPY, primarily in
Asia Pacific region as well as Latin America (Brazil, Puerto
Rico). Gas infrastructure build-out, coal-to-gas switching and
market deregulation are the main determinants for LNG demand
growth.
South and Southeast Asia are likely to drive LNG demand growth
in the future as the countries are investing heavily in gas
pipelines and regasification terminals. India offers the most
demand growth potential in the region due to the scale of its
infrastructure expansion. The South and Southeast Asia region
might grow its share of global LNG demand from 14% in 2020 to
over 40% by 2050.
Around 150 MTPY of new LNG regasification terminals are under
construction, of which about almost three-fourth, or 110 MTPY
is in Asia Pacific, where the top countries are China (over 50
MTPY), India (20 MTPY) and 28 MTPY in the Middle East, in
Kuwait and Bahrain.
By 2050, the majority of incremental growth in natural gas
imports will be undoubtedly attributed to Asia Pacific with
almost 650 bcm additions over 2020-2050.
Latin America and Europe, with total increases of 55 bcm and
35 bcm, respectively will follow. The underlying demand will
be balanced out by supply increases from primarily Eurasia
(285 bcm) Middle East (230 bcm) together with North America
(160 bcm) and Africa (50 bcm) over the long term.
Asia Pacific will account for the highest share of global
imports by 2050, while the share held by the European market



will be gradually decreasing as import volumes increase slowly
by 2030, GECF noted.


